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What's new:
+ Quickly take screenshots of a selected region, window, or fullscreen
+ Easily annotate and highlight screenshots with Rectangle, Oval, Paintbrush, and Text
+ Save screenshots in various popular image formats like JPEG, PNG, and BMP
+ Pin screenshots to desktop directly for instant view
+ Easily share screenshots to Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, and Imgur
+ Simple and easy-to-use UI with hotkeys
+ Localization: 27 languages supported

Description：
iFun Screenshot is a free, lightweight, yet powerful screenshot tool. It helps you quickly take
screenshots, easily annotate or highlight your captured images, and share your screenshots to
popular third-party platforms.

Quickly capture screenshots of any selected areas
iFun Screenshot provides you multiple screenshot modes. It allows you to quickly capture any
selected area, window, or full screen, and easily pin them to your desktop, copy them to a
clipboard, or save them to other locations according to your needs. Thus, taking screenshots for
films, games, webinars, lectures, websites, folders, files, etc. will be easier than ever.

Instantly annotate and highlight screenshots
It allows you to edit your screenshot instantly when taking them. You can use Rectangle, Oval,
Paintbrush, and Text to easily annotate and highlight them to let your screenshots be clearer and
more attractive.



Easily share screenshots
After you capture the screenshots, you can share your screenshots to Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest,
and Imgur easily and quickly.

Multiple popular image formats supported
The captured screenshots can be saved in the most popular image formats including JPEG, PNG,
and BMP.

Easy-to-use screenshot tool
With a simple interface and convenient hotkeys, iFun Screenshot delivers you a fast and pleasant
screenshot experience.

Conclusion
iFun Screenshot is an easy-to-use and efficient tool for users who need to instantly and easily
capture screen, annotate and highlight, save in various formats and share to popular third-party
platforms.


